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Q Reactive Collision Avoidance Algorithm
Algorithm is used for safe operation of autonomous, collaborative, vehicle formations.
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
The reactive collision avoidance
(RCA) algorithm allows a spacecraft
to find a fuel-optimal trajectory for
avoiding an arbitrary number of collid-
ing spacecraft in real time while ac-
counting for acceleration limits. In ad-
dition to spacecraft, the technology
can be used for vehicles that can accel-
erate in any direction, such as helicop-
ters and submersibles.
In contrast to existing, passive algo-
rithms that simultaneously design tra-
jectories for a cluster of vehicles work-
ing to achieve a common goal, RCA is
implemented onboard spacecraft only
when an imminent collision is detected,
and then plans a collision avoidance
maneuver for only that host vehicle,
thus preventing a collision in an off-
nominal situation for which passive al-
gorithms cannot. An example scenario
for such a situation might be when a
spacecraft in the cluster is approaching
another one, but enters safe mode and
begins to drift. Functionally, the RCA
detects colliding spacecraft, plans an
evasion trajectory by solving the Eva-
sion Trajectory Problem (ETP), and
then recovers after the collision is
avoided. A direct optimization ap-
proach was used to develop the algo-
rithm so it can run in real time.
In this innovation, a parameterized
class of avoidance trajectories is
specified, and then the optimal trajec-
tory is found by searching over the pa-
rameters. The class of trajectories is se-
lected as “bang-off-bang” as motivated
by optimal control theory. That is, an
avoiding spacecraft first applies full ac-
celeration in a constant direction, then
coasts, and finally applies full accelera-
tion to stop.
The parameter optimization problem
can be solved offline and stored as a
look-up table of values. Using a look-up
table allows the algorithm to run in real
time. Given a colliding spacecraft, the
properties of the collision geometry
serve as indices of the look-up table that
gives the optimal trajectory. For multi-
ple colliding spacecraft, the set of tra-
jectories that avoid all spacecraft is rap-
idly searched on-line.
The optimal avoidance trajectory is
implemented as a receding -horizon
model predictive control law. Therefore,
at each time step, the optimal avoidance
trajectory is found and the first time step
of its acceleration is applied. At the next
time step of the control computer, the
problem is re-solved and the new first
time step is again applied. This contin-
ual updating allows the RCA algorithm
to adapt to a colliding spacecraft that is
making erratic course changes.
This work was done by Daniel Scharf, Be-
hçet Açikmese, Scott Ploen, and Fred Hadaegh
of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. Further information is contained in a
TSP (see page 1).
The software used in this innovation is
available for commercial licensing. Please con-
tact Daniel Broderick of the California In sti -
tute of Technology at danielb@caltech.edu .
Refer to NPO-44771.
© Fast Solution in Sparse LDA for Binary Classification
Special properties of binary classification and greedy algorithms enable speedup.
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
An algorithm that performs sparse lin-
ear discriminant analysis (Sparse-LDA)
finds near-optimal solutions in far less
time than the prior art when specialized
to binary classification (of 2 classes).
Sparse-LDA is a type of feature- or vari-
able-selection problem with numerous
applications in statistics, machine learn-
ing, computer vision, computational fi-
nance, operations research, and bio-in-
formatics. Because of its combinatorial
nature, feature- or variable-selection
problems are “NP-hard” or computa-
tionally intractable in cases involving
more than 30 variables or features.
Therefore, one typically seeks approxi-
mate solutions by means of greedy
search algorithms.
The prior Sparse-LDA algorithm was a
greedy algorithm that considered the
best variable or feature to add/ delete
to/ from its subsets in order to maxi-
mally discriminate between multiple
classes of data. The present algorithm is
designed for the special but prevalent
case of “2-class” or binary classification
(e.g. 1 vs. 0, functioning vs. malfunction-
ing, or change versus no change). The
present algorithm provides near-optimal
solutions on large real -world datasets
having hundreds or even thousands of
variables or features (e.g. selecting the
fewest wavelength bands in a hyperspec-
tral sensor to do terrain classification)
and does so in typical computation times
of minutes as compared to days or weeks
as taken by the prior art.
Sparse LDA requires solving general-
ized eigenvalue problems for a large
number of variable subsets (repre-
sented by the submatrices of the input
within-class and between-class covari-
ance matrices). In the general (full-
rank) case, the amount of computation
scales at least cubically with the num-
ber of variables and thus the size of the
problems that can be solved is limited
accordingly. However, in binary classifi-
cation, the principal eigenvalues can
be found using a special analytic for-
mula, without resorting to costly itera-
tive techniques. The present algorithm
exploits this analytic form along with
the inherent sequential nature of
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greedy search itself. Together this en- backward-elimination stages of greedy 	 The software used in this innovation is
ables the use of highly-efficient parti- 	 algorithms in general. 	 available for commercial licensing. Please con -
tioned-matrix-inverse techniques that
	 This work was done by Baback tact Daniel Broderick of the California In sti -
result in large speedups of computa- Moghaddam of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propul- tute of Technology at danielb@caltech.edu .
tion in both the forward-selection and	 sion Laboratory.	 Refer to NPO-45333.
© Modeling Common-Sense Decisions in Artificial Intelligence
Common sense is implemented partly by feedback from mental to motor dynamics.
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
A methodology has been conceived
for efficient synthesis of dynamical mod-
els that simulate common-sense deci-
sion-making processes. This methodol-
ogy is intended to contribute to the
design of artificial-intelligence systems
that could imitate human common-
sense decision making or assist humans
in making correct decisions in unantici-
pated circumstances. This methodology
is a product of continuing research on
mathematical models of the behaviors
of single- and multi-agent systems
known in biology, economics, and soci-
ology, ranging from a single-cell organ-
ism at one extreme to the whole of
human society at the other extreme.
Earlier results of this research were re-
ported in several prior NASA Tech Briefs
articles, the three most recent and rele-
vant being “Characteristics of Dynamics
of Intelligent Systems” (NPO -21037),
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 26, No. 12 (De-
cember 2002), page 48; “Self-Supervised
Dynamical Systems” (NPO-30634),
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 27, No. 3 (March
2003), page 72; and “Complexity for
Survival of Living Systems” (NPO-
43302), NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 33, No. 7
(July 2009), page 62.
The methodology involves the con-
cepts reported previously, albeit viewed
from a different perspective. One of the
main underlying ideas is to extend the
application of physical first principles to
the behaviors of living systems. Models
of motor dynamics are used to simulate
the observable behaviors of systems or
objects of interest, and models of men-
tal dynamics are used to represent the
evolution of the corresponding knowl-
edge bases. For a given system, the
knowledge base is modeled in the form
of probability distributions and the
mental dynamics is represented by mod-
els of the evolution of the probability
densities or, equivalently, models of
flows of information.
Autonomy is imparted to the decision-
making process by feedback from men-
tal to motor dynamics. This feedback re-
places unavailable external information
by information stored in the internal
knowledge base. Representation of the
dynamical models in a parameterized
form reduces the task of common-sense-
based decision making to a solution of
the following hetero-associated-memory
problem: store a set of m predetermined
stochastic processes given by their prob-
ability distributions in such a way that
when presented with an unexpected
change in the form of an input out of
the set of M inputs, the coupled motor-
mental dynamics converges to the corre-
sponding one of the m pre-assigned sto-
chastic process, and a sample of this
process represents the decision.
This work was done by Michail Zak of
Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. Further information is contained in a
TSP (see page 1). NPO-44114
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